
CALL FOR ARTICLES 
 
The journal English Literature: Theories, Interpretations, Contexts, published at 
the University of Venice Ca’ Foscari, invites scholars to send article proposals on 
the topic of  
 

“Literature and cinema: the dynamics of a complex and fruitful relationship”. 
 
We’ll be happy to consider essays on all aspects of the relationship between 
English literature/American literature/Literatures in English and cinema, both 
from theoretical perspectives (for instance: adaptation; translation of codes; 
fidelity-transposition issues; transcultural issues; etc.) and as applied criticism 
(specific film adaptations of literary works; collaboration between writers and 
directors; screenplaying; directors’ use of, or relationship with, literary works; 
literary authors or works inspired by cinema; etc.)  for their publication in the 
December 2018 issue of the journal.  
 
The deadline for sending your article proposal is July 10th, 2018. 
 
The journal will also consider proposals on other topics related to English 
literature and the literatures in the English language. 
 
To send your proposal, you can: 
- can send your personal data and affiliation, title and abstract of proposed 
article to  english.lit@unive.it  , or to the journal’s editor Flavio Gregori 
flagre@unive.it 
- or refer to the journal webpage:  
http://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/en/edizioni/riviste/english-literature/  , click 
on "Contacts - subscriptions -proposals", and fill in the form complete with 
proposed title and abstract.  
 
We’ll send you an email with the information on how to access the journal 
website and create your personal webpage, where you will be able to upload the 
article and receive information about the peer reviewing and the publication 
process. 
 
The deadline for uploading your article is October 10th, 2018.   
 
For the journal’s stylesheet (based on MLA) please see: 
http://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/en/edizioni/norme-redazionali/   
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All proposed articles will go through double-blind revision by two peers. You 
will see the outcome of the revision on your personal page within 40 days from 
the submission of your article. 
 
English literature started its publication in December 2014, and is a fully open 
access journal. It is indexed in ERIH-plus, MLA Directory of periodicals, Crossref, 
DOAJ. 
 
Its editorial and advisory boards can be seen here: 
http://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/en/edizioni/riviste/english-literature/  
 
In full compliance with open-access policies, the journal applies no costs for 
publication of articles. The journal is is licensed under a Creative Commons 
Attribution 4.0 International License. Contributors can keep their articles’ 
copyrights and are allowed to re-use their articles for further publication, 
provided they do not publish the same or modified version before one full year 
from its publication on English Literature. 
 
English Literature’s policy is inspired by the COPE (Committee on Publication 
Ethics) Ethical Code. For more information, see also the journal’s website:  
http://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/en/edizioni/riviste/english-literature/  
under “Policy”. 
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